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Sonnet-To Poetry
By O. W. REUTINGER
Reading of triumphs and the 'wrongs of kings~
And of the misery and the glory of their reign,
Tpen deepened darkling music so~tly sings,
Of tyranny relieved by Death's refrain.
Lying on mossy slopes by foaming falls
A~ sparkling crystals glide to rocks below,
The tinkle of their graceful flight recalls
'Both nymphs and satyrs-Pipes '0 Pan that blow,
Freedom of wide seas, the wind's wild song,
The white-winged, fearless gull who, lightly tips
Foam-crested 'waves that roaring roll 'along
To sun-rimmed shores and hulls of broken ships:
Poetry's freeing stroke beats down the: bars,
And lets me lie among the ageless stars.
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